Coronavirus spread accelerates
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Lower schools, brewery report cases
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LCMR boys soccer gets first playoff victory in 16 years
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Fountain of knowledge?

The Travellers Fountain in Cape May's Rotary Park notes on a plaque, 'The world is a book and those who do not travel read only a page.'

November is Lung Cancer Awareness Month

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer deaths in the U.S. In men and women, with 80% of those deaths being preventable to be caused by smoking. Long time smokers should speak with their physician to see if they qualify for a Low Dose CT scan (LDCT), that can detect lung cancer early and increase survival rates.

Murphy: Keep holiday crowd to a minimum

Limits private gatherings to 10, chops sports capacity allowance
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Point commission race tied; appointee may take the seat

Commission meeting, Borough Chief Elaine Wallace said the tie election, which occurred between Nov. 10 and Nov. 19, had not been decided and the seat would be vacant as of Jan 1. The two commissioners that took office in January 2020, were the next general election.

Buchanan Mayor Rob Moffett was re-elected with 129 votes and new comer Catherine Busch was elected with 97 votes.